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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a weakly time variant coefficients Mathieu equation
under stochastic combined excitations is studied. The WHEP
technique is used which proved noticeable efficiency in solving such
problems. The technique is a combination of the Wiener-Hermite
expansion and the multiple time scale perturbation technique. The
Gaussian solution part of the solution process is obtained up to the
order of E2 and valid for t in the order of (1/ E2). The ensemble
average and the variance of the solution process can then be
evaluated in terms of the obtained kernels.
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INTRODUCTION

The Mathieu equation is one of thefamous equations of dynamics [1]. The
deterministic equation had been solved
usingthe perturbation techniques [2]. In
this paper, a stochastic force combined with
other deterministic forces are considered as
combined excitations for the Mathieu
equation. In this case, the solution process
is of stochastic nature and some statistical
moments are needed to describe the
behaviourof the process.

The technique used in this paper is the
WHEP technique [3] which is composed of
theapplicationofWiener-Hermite expansion
IWHE) [4] and followed by a perturbation
technique to solve the obtained
deterministic equations. The WHEP
technique was used to solve a Duffing
Oscillatorwith a stochastic excitation [3],a
stochasticVan der Pol equation [5] and a
parametrically forced Duffing oscillators
with a stochastic extemal force [6]. The
method is successful in obtainig an
approximatesolution via the Gaussian part
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of the solution process to the requied order
of validity. The method can obtain a better
approximation through using terms which
represent the non-Gaussian solution part
and increasing the order of the expansion.

In this paper, the multiple time scale
perturbation technique [2] is used to
prevent the secular terms appearing when
the direct expansion is used. It is quite
enough to illustrate the application of the
method up to the order of E" and time
validity in the order of 1/ E2. To modify the
approximation used in this paper, one
should use terms of non-Gaussianity and
increase the time validity of the expansion
used. The approximate solution is obtained
as a function of time t and the different
parameters of the problem. General
expressions are obtained for the ensemble
average and variance of the solution proess
in terms of the computed deterministic
kemels.
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and E H(l)(t). H(l)(s) = 8(t - s) (5)

Taking the ensemble average of Equation 6,
we get

Multiplying Equation 6 by H(l)(b) and then
taking average, we obtain

(6)

(7)

E [ - 2ll u(O)- 2llIu(I)H(1)(t,t1)dt]

+2~2U(O)coso:>t 1
+ 2~2 coso:>tf u(I)H(1)dt + AH(I)(t)• 1

-'IJ

00

Lu(O)+ f Lu(l)(t,tl)H(l)(tl)dtl =

L u(l)(t,tl) = E[-2 11il(l) (t,tl) + 2~ 02

cos rot. u(l)(t,tl) + A8(t-tlll (9)

L u(O)(t) = E [-211il (O)(t)+ 2~2 u(O) (t).
cos rot] (8)

Where

where H(i)(_) is the Wiener-Hermite
Polynomial of order. (i). The properties of
these orthogonal' functions can be found
in [3,8], for example.
Substituting from Equation 2 in Equation
1, the following stochastic D.E. is
obtained:

where E : a small perturbation parameter,
El < 1

o :The mode frequency
ro : The excitation frequency
11 : The damping factor
~ : the parametric load parameter
A n(t;q) : scaled white noise which has zero

average and Dirac-delta function as
correlation. "q" belongs to an arbitrary
triple probability space.

ii+02u=E[-2l11i+2~ n2ucoso:>t+An(t;q)] (1)

00

u(t)=u(O)(t)+ f u(l)(t,tl)H(l)(tl)dtl (2)

THE MATHIEU 2QUATION
The general form of the Mathieu equation
under combined load is

APPLYING THE WHEP TECHNIQUE
The general algorithm of WHEP technique
is as follows:

a) Using Wiener-Hermite expansion to
obtain a stochastic D.E. in terms of
Wiener-Hermite stochastic polynomials
[7].

b) Taking the suitable ensemble averages
to obtain deterministic equations in the
deterministic kemels of the expansion.

c) Solving the deterministic simultaneous
equations using a suitable perturbation
technique.

d) Computing the ensemble average and
variance or any required statistics of the
solution process.

In this paper, the Gaussian solution part is
computed. In this case, the W-H-E takes
the following form:

-00

where u(O)(t) and U(l)(t,t1) are deterministic
kemels. should be computed. It is known
that

n(t; q) = H(l)(t)

E H(l)(t) = 0

(3)

(4)

We have obtained two simultaneous
deterministic equations in the
deterministic kemels u(O)(t) and Ufl)(t,tt).
The WHEP technique uses the
perturbation method to solve Equations 8
and 9. The Appendix proves the
existence of the solution of Equation 1 [or
Equations 8 or 9] as a power series in E.

The direct expansion method fails since
secular terms are obtained which cause
instability of the solution. To prevent
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these secular terms, the multiple time
scale perturbation is used as the
following:

Also, we can prove similarly that

Substituting Equations 18 and 19 into
Equation 8 and equating the equal
powers of E in both sides of the
equation, we obtain the followingresults:

(10)

(11)i=0,1,2,

It should be noted that using To,Tland T2
only as time scales, make the expansion
valid up to 2nd approximation only, Le

The use ofT2 insures that the secular terms

in u~O) are removed which enables the
computations of the general functions
in ufO). We can prove that

d a a 2 8-=-+E-+E - (14)
dt aTo aT] aT2

cl 2
or clt = 00 + E 01 + E 02 (15)
Also,

(25)

for

(20)

(21)

(23)

D2u(O) +02U(0) - 0o 0 0 - ,

D2u(O) +02U(0) - -2D D u(O)
o 1 ] - 0 I 0

(0) 2 (0) ,
-211Douo +2J.l.0 Uo cosO)t

D2u(0) +02U(0) - _D2u(0) -2D D u(O)02 2-]0 020

-2nD u(O) -2D D u(O)" ] 0 0] ]

-2nD u(O) +2'102u(0) cosO)t" 0 1 r' ]
Also, similar equations are obtained

u(l) u(l) and u(l) as the following'o ' 1 2 .

D2 U(l) +02 u(1) - 0o 0 0 - ,

D~uP) + 02UP) = A8(t - t])

- 2D D u(1) - 2nD u(])o ] 0 'I 0 0

+ 2' ,n2u (1) cos O)t~'" 0 '

D2u(1) + 02U(l) - _D2u(1) - 2D D U(l)02 2-]0 020

2 D (1) 2D D (I)- 11 ,Uo - 0] u]

- 211Dou[1) + 2JJ.02UP) cos O)t .

(13)

(26)

d2 2 2 (~2 )-2 = Do + 2 E DOD] + E \,VI + 2Do D2dt

or equivalently;
li(O) - D u(O)+ E (.•.••u(O) + D u(O))- 0 0 \,Vo I ] 0

+ E2 (oou~O) + D,u[O) + D2U~0))+ O(E3)

(16)

( 17)

(18)

THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Solving Equation 20, the general solution
is

u(O) = A (T T )eiOTO +A e -iOToo 0]' 2 0 ,

where Ao, is the complex conjugate of Ao.
To obtain Ao, we substitute Equation 26 in

the r.h.s. of Equation 21, Le.
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The technique of separation of variables
succeeds to evaluate TI as the following:

8AI +nA =e-11T1(- 8a.(T2) -i2La.(T,)) (33)
:::rr "I or 20 -u1I 2

To solve Equation 33 let

2

D2u(O) + Q2u(O) = _2~eiOT.
o 1 1 MoaTl

2
_2~e-iOT.

MoaTl

2 a A iOT. 2 a -A -iOT.- 11- oe - 11- De
Mo aTo

+ 2~2 cos rot (AoeiOT• +Aoe -iOT. ).)

(27)

1 terms (TO.e±i.OT0)To prevent secu ar
should have:

we ,
8a.(T2) . 11- (T ))T -11T,A1(TI,T,) = (-----l-a. 2 le' ,

- or2 20
(35)

The final form of u I(0)is

(28)

which has the general solution:
(0) _ A (T T UOTo + B eiOTo coscoT.Ul - 1 1> 2~ 1 0

C iOTo' T.+ 1 e Sin CO 0 + c.c.
(36)

(29)
Finally;

(38)

(37)

up to

1
and the validity of time t is up to 0(-:;-).

E'

To get the functions BI and Cl ill
Equation 36, we substitute from
Equation 36 into Equation 21. Equating
the similar terms in both sides of the
equation we obtain the following results

u(o) = u~O) + E u\O) +O(E2),

and the expansion is valid for t

0(_1 ).
E2

To modify the expansion, To, Tl, T2 and T3
are used as time scales and uo(O),UI(O),
and U2(O)are obtained such that no
secular terms exist in the kemels up to
U3(0).In this case,

(30)

D2u(O) + 02U(O)° I I
= 2~2a.(T2)e-llTleiOTo cos roTo

+ 2~2Ci(T2)e-11Tle-iOTo cos roTo.

(31)

where c.c. denotes complex conjugate,
Solving Equation 21 which has the following

form.

The general solution of Equation 31 is
uiO) = AleiOTo+ BleiOTocos roTo

iOTo' T.+cle Slllro 0 +c.c.

(32)

The general solution of Equation 20 is then
taking the following form:

where A,B, and C, are functions ofTI and
T2. To obtain AI, we substitute in the
r.h.s. of Equation 22 and by preventing

T ±iOTo .the secular terms 0 e , we obtam
the following equation:

_ (21102 _(02 +ro2)]21l02a.(T2)e-l1TI
B) (Tj• T2) - -----------

\jl

(39)
and
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The procedure is repeated when solving
Equations 23 to 25 for u(l) u(l) and u(l)o , J 2 •

The final results are:

APPENDIX
Let Equation 1 be put in the form:

CONCLUSIONS
The WHEP technique proves that it is a
very efficient algorithm, which produces
an approximate modifiable solution to
the problems of linear and nonlinear
dynamics with random excitation and/ or
random coefficients. The weakly time
variant coefficients Mathieu equation can
be solved approximately using the
previously mentioned technique through
the application of Wiener-Hermite
expansion (W-H-E) and the multiple time
scale perturbation (MTSP) technique. The
solution can be modified using additional
terms in both the W-H-E part and/or the
perturbation part.

(A-I)L U=E[o.U+P(t)u+y(t)]

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

4· 1"\3 (T) -l1T)
C (T T ) = lCO~~ fJ..o.2 .e1 1> 2 ,

\jf

where

\jf = [2fJ.02 - (co2+ (2) - 2icoO][2fJ.02

- (02 + 0)2)+ 2icoO]

u(l) - AA + B eiOTo + C eiOTo cos 0) T1 - 2 2 2 0

QT
+ F2e' 0 sincoTo+ C.C.,

where

A (T T,)= sinO(To- Tt)
2 0' J 0 '

Using successive approximations,(45)

At E = 0 (A-2)

(A-3)

which has the solution

(46)

F2(TbT2) = 4icoO\l.p(T2)·e-11T,
\jf

(47)

(A-4)

where

STATISTICAL MOMENTS OF THE
SOLUTION PROCESS

The average of u is computed using the
following:

Eu= u(O)(t)

=U(O)+EU(O)o 1

The variance is computed using the
following:

Var u =E (u - E U)2
Cl) c.o

= J (ug»2dtt +2E Ju~l).up)dtl'
-00 -00

(48)

(49)

uJ = a.L-lUo+L-lpet)Uo+L-Jyet) (A-5)
Repeating

U(2)= Uo+ EL-t ~ u(1) + pet)u(1)+ y(t)J
(A-6)

=UO+EUt+E2 u2

where

u2 =o.L-'u1 +L-Jp(t)ul• (A-7)
Generally,

+ 2 i· 1Ui=uo EUJ+E u2 + ...+E Ui;l~ . (A-8)
The solution

u=limu(i)=I EiUi'
i--+oo i=O
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